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a good introduction paragraph is an essential part
of any academic essay it sets up your argument and
tells the reader what to expect the main goals of
an introduction are to catch your reader s
attention give background on your topic present
your thesis statement the central point of your
essay the introductory paragraph is the first
paragraph of an essay its purpose is to be so
inviting that the reader will not want to stop
reading in all college essays this introductory
paragraph contains a thesis statement some
instructors and courses require the student to use
a 1 3 1 essay format the essay consists of an
introductory an overview of the most effective
introduction paragraph format with explanations of
the three main parts of an intro paragraph an
analysis of real intro paragraph examples with a
discussion of what works and what doesn t a list
of four top tips on how to write an introduction
paragraph write an introduction paragraph by
starting with a hook to grab attention providing
necessary context to set the stage and presenting
a clear thesis statement to outline the main idea
ensure your tone matches your audience keep the
language clear and smoothly transition into the
next section introductions help writers reveal
their essay s central idea or thesis guide readers
to important ideas in the body of the essay
provide relevant background information to help
readers understand the essay s purpose and thesis
an introduction should include three things a hook
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to interest the reader some background on the
topic so the reader can understand it and a thesis
statement that clearly and quickly summarizes your
main point learn how to write an essay
introduction that captures readers attention and
sets the stage for your argument or discussion
discover tips and techniques on how to create a
hook provide a thesis statement and outline the
main points of your essay ensuring the right start
for your essay writing the introduction to an
academic essay will generally present an
analytical question or problem and then offer an
answer to that question the thesis your
introduction is also your opportunity to explain
to your readers what your essay is about and why
they should be interested in reading it an
introduction is the first paragraph of your paper
the goal of your introduction is to let your
reader know the topic of the paper and what points
will be made about the topic the thesis statement
that is included in the introduction tells your
reader the specific purpose or main argument of
your paper your introduction paragraph should grab
your reader s attention introduce the topic of
your essay present your thesis you can visualize
the ideas in your introduction paragraph by
thinking about an inverted triangle the ideas in
the beginning of your introduction paragraph are
general definition quotation narrative or a
surprising statement statistics introductions to
avoid announcements are statements that bluntly
say what the paper or essay is about and they
compromise the formal tone of educated writing
opening a paper with an announcement should be
avoided announcement examples this paper will
discuss practice them try using two or three
different patterns for your introductory paragraph
and see which introductory paragraph is best it s
often a delicate matter of tone and of knowing who
your audience is add personality connect with your
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readers and write more introductions and you ll be
on your way to keeping your audience on the page
we list the dos and don ts of strong introduction
paragraphs plus examples of engaging hooks and
intriguing intros capture reader interest
summarize existing research position your own
approach define your specific research problem and
problem statement highlight the novelty and
contributions of the study give an overview of the
paper s structure this blog article teaches essay
introduction writing through explanation examples
and practice in this lesson students learn tips
for writing introductory paragraphs students view
some sample introductions and practice writing
their own paragraphs they also talk about first
impressions the steps takes 2 4 one hour class
periods depending on the students age and skills i
fill one bowl with slips of paper that have random
nouns on them i actually add to the same bowl i
use earlier in the year during the metaphor game i
fill another bowl with predetermined thesis
statements using logic beginning with a
provocative question or opinion opening with a
startling statistic or surprising fact raising a
question or series of questions presenting an
explanation or rationalization for your essay
opening with a relevant quotation or incident
opening with a striking image including a personal
anecdote tip this activity helps students bring
together what they ve learned to write a complete
introduction including the lead bridge and thesis
statement writing introductions an introduction or
introductory paragraph is the first paragraph in
any multi paragraph essay successful introductions
engage the reader and increase interest in the
topic the main parts of an introduction include
the lead the bridge and the thesis claim
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a good introduction paragraph is an essential part
of any academic essay it sets up your argument and
tells the reader what to expect the main goals of
an introduction are to catch your reader s
attention give background on your topic present
your thesis statement the central point of your
essay
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the introductory paragraph is the first paragraph
of an essay its purpose is to be so inviting that
the reader will not want to stop reading in all
college essays this introductory paragraph
contains a thesis statement some instructors and
courses require the student to use a 1 3 1 essay
format the essay consists of an introductory
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an overview of the most effective introduction
paragraph format with explanations of the three
main parts of an intro paragraph an analysis of
real intro paragraph examples with a discussion of



what works and what doesn t a list of four top
tips on how to write an introduction paragraph
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write an introduction paragraph by starting with a
hook to grab attention providing necessary context
to set the stage and presenting a clear thesis
statement to outline the main idea ensure your
tone matches your audience keep the language clear
and smoothly transition into the next section
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introductions help writers reveal their essay s
central idea or thesis guide readers to important
ideas in the body of the essay provide relevant
background information to help readers understand
the essay s purpose and thesis
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an introduction should include three things a hook
to interest the reader some background on the
topic so the reader can understand it and a thesis
statement that clearly and quickly summarizes your
main point
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learn how to write an essay introduction that
captures readers attention and sets the stage for
your argument or discussion discover tips and
techniques on how to create a hook provide a
thesis statement and outline the main points of
your essay ensuring the right start for your essay
writing
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the introduction to an academic essay will
generally present an analytical question or
problem and then offer an answer to that question
the thesis your introduction is also your
opportunity to explain to your readers what your
essay is about and why they should be interested
in reading it
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an introduction is the first paragraph of your
paper the goal of your introduction is to let your
reader know the topic of the paper and what points
will be made about the topic the thesis statement
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reader the specific purpose or main argument of
your paper
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your introduction paragraph should grab your
reader s attention introduce the topic of your
essay present your thesis you can visualize the
ideas in your introduction paragraph by thinking
about an inverted triangle the ideas in the
beginning of your introduction paragraph are
general
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definition quotation narrative or a surprising
statement statistics introductions to avoid
announcements are statements that bluntly say what
the paper or essay is about and they compromise
the formal tone of educated writing opening a
paper with an announcement should be avoided
announcement examples this paper will discuss

introductory paragraphs guide to
grammar
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practice them try using two or three different
patterns for your introductory paragraph and see
which introductory paragraph is best it s often a
delicate matter of tone and of knowing who your
audience is
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add personality connect with your readers and
write more introductions and you ll be on your way
to keeping your audience on the page we list the
dos and don ts of strong introduction paragraphs
plus examples of engaging hooks and intriguing
intros
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capture reader interest summarize existing
research position your own approach define your
specific research problem and problem statement
highlight the novelty and contributions of the
study give an overview of the paper s structure

how to write an effective essay
introduction with practice
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this blog article teaches essay introduction
writing through explanation examples and practice
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in this lesson students learn tips for writing
introductory paragraphs students view some sample
introductions and practice writing their own
paragraphs they also talk about first impressions
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the steps takes 2 4 one hour class periods
depending on the students age and skills i fill
one bowl with slips of paper that have random
nouns on them i actually add to the same bowl i
use earlier in the year during the metaphor game i
fill another bowl with predetermined thesis
statements
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using logic beginning with a provocative question
or opinion opening with a startling statistic or
surprising fact raising a question or series of
questions presenting an explanation or
rationalization for your essay opening with a
relevant quotation or incident opening with a
striking image including a personal anecdote tip
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this activity helps students bring together what
they ve learned to write a complete introduction
including the lead bridge and thesis statement

intro paragraph worksheets long
branch public schools
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writing introductions an introduction or
introductory paragraph is the first paragraph in
any multi paragraph essay successful introductions
engage the reader and increase interest in the
topic the main parts of an introduction include
the lead the bridge and the thesis claim
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